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HELLO THERE FOLKS!
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This marvelous book is a collection of contributions
from our Mighty Tribe!
I can hear you asking: Why the……do you publish a book about
your company culture? Well, here’s a few reasons for ya:
1. Once a year, we all get to write a book!
2. We love to share our unique, happy & high
performance & crazy culture with the world!
3. As per our mission, we like to deliver happiness!
4. We want to share our stories!
5. We hope to inspire others to put company culture first!
6. Our mission is a “change the world” mission.
This book helps us to do that! Slowly but surely!
Have great FUN reading this!
I hope it delivers happiness in some way!

Cheers & Enjoy!
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HISTORIC TIMELINE

Cobble Co
established in
Maleme St Tga
(Manufacturing drycast paving & bricks)
Weststone
Schist
established in
Westland (Picking &
supplying West Coast
First
schist Walling &
building
1985
Paving)
including 2 offices
Truestone
built at 13 Mckee St
founded in
(Built for
Palmerston North
13 Mckee
Earthscape)
(Importing natural
St purchased
stone tiles, pavers
1990
in Hamilton
Premier
& walling)
2005
(2000m2)
Pavers founded in
Kati Kati, BOP
2000
2004
(Manufacturing
2003
wetcast paving
& garden
Earthscape
ornaments)
started in Hamilton
(Landscape design
& Construction)
Install 2nd
brick machine
at Maleme St &
Nov
completely re design
2014
Set up new
& re lay
Oct
semi-automated
the factory Jan
wetcast machine at
Launch
Sunshine Ave
Weststone bag
Sales
Factory.
range into
Growth!
First
of its
Bunnings NZ
Jan
Surpass
kind in NZ!
Firth Sales in
Our 2010
M10
vision is
nationwide!
achieved 1 year
early!
2015

1985

Earthscape
continues to grow
& flourish with 4
installation teams &
1 designer

34%

Launch P30
grout
Feb
which
revolutionises
grouting in NZ!

Signed
Supply
agreements with
most major
GHB’s.
Close
Church Rd
office & move
admin team to 66
Sunshine Ave

40%

Schist
paving order to
Laucala resort!
(The world’s most
exclusive
Mar island resort!)

May

4

Shift out of
Marsden Rd yard
in Greymouth & set up
new office to control
West Coast/Schist
sales &
operations.

Sales
Growth!
Defined
core values
& redefined the
Premier mission
& vision
Sept

2016

Nov
Oct

Install
new 2 storey
offices at
SS Ave

2007
2006
Earthscape
purchases
Premier Pavers &
sets up small
factory at
Mckee St.
Bought
Cobble Co in Tga
& created
Premier
Brick
Lease &
brand (4 acre
transform 66
site)
Sunshine Ave
property
Launch
(8000m2)
Premier Stone
First schist
order to Bunnings
Australia! 4x20
foot containers

(bag range) into
Mitre 10
Mar

126%

Sales
Growth!

Installed
3rd Brick
machine
Jun
Mar

Shifted
HQ to 80
Sunshine
Ave

Set up
gym &
games
room

2010

2008

Set up
Premier
Premier Pavers
Pavers signs up
Premier
supply agreement customer service
Pavers Signs
with Carters, ITM & admin office at
national supply
& Placemakers Church Rd. Hamagreement with
ilton
Mitre 10!
Closed
GFC hits
Earthscape after
New Zealand &
much soul
Earthscape sales
searching & decided to
plummet. Lots
focus all
of stress!
efforts on
Premier Pavers

Begin
selling add on
products eg
sealers &
grouts
Jan

2011
June
Rename
Company as Premier
Group NZ to reflect our
large range & to enable
Premier Group to diversify.
Keep PREMIER PAVERS as
a brand
under Premier Group

100%

Sales
Growth!
Sales
really start
to grow with
Purchase
Mitre 10!
Weststone
business (based in
Greymouth). We end
Sales
up using the Weststone
Growth!
name as an exclusive
brand for Bunnings

Jan

Win
wetcast Paving &
tree ring review with
Bunnings NZ
with exclusive
Weststone range

Launched
Premier
Academy

34%

2013

Installed
48hr curing
system in wetcast factory

Sep

Aug

Sales
Growth!

2012

Mar

Won
drycast paving
review – Bunnings NZ

Launched
Premier Awards
&
Celebration
ceremony

Purchase
Truestone from
Nov
Palmerston North
(importing natural stone
paving, tiles & walling from
overseas, we keep the
Truestone brand & create
brochures & website
etc.)

125%

Discovered
true market size
& potential for
Premier Group &
Set
the 2020 Vision
Feb

HISTORIC TIMELINE

2009

Published a
vision to become
NZ’s leading wetcast
paving supplier for
the domestic
market by 2015

Oct

Dec
Commissioned
new state of the
art wetcast
plant

2017
The journey
continues!......
Watch this space!
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MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

BRETT ETCHELLS
Premier Group is an AMAZING place. Culture First. Start With WHY & WHO then WHAT.
Everyday I get the chance to fulfil a ‘change the world’ mission. I have an opportunity to Deliver Happiness, Create
Raving Fans and Beautify Our World. This is our reason for getting out of bed every morning. The Premier mission is
our higher purpose – the calling for our culture advancers. It is the ‘WHY’ of Premier Group’s existence.
The Premier culture is inspiring. It’s the platform for
performance, director of change, spark of innovation,
engine for creativity, cultivation of a tribal spirit,
launching pad for success. We all live and breathe our
core ideology and that is what makes it work. We can
achieve great things because we have the right people.
First Who Then What.

Everyone’s ultimate goal in life is to be happy. So every day
we have the choice to deliver happiness to our suppliers,
customers, friends, family and the Premier Tribe. If we put a
smile on someone’s face we can change someone’s day. We
can go beyond their desires and expectations, and inspire
action. Inspiration not manipulation. Ultimate way to recruit
& it sure works for us!

We connect with people that understand our WHY; our
Mission, our Core Values, our High Purpose.
We personalise our workspace – creativity and
productivity.
We are empowered to makes the decisions as a team –
speed and agility.
We obsess over our customers – raving fans and
evangelism.
We treat everyone the same – everyone is a customer
and customers pay for everything in our lives.

CREATE RAVING FANS:
This is so powerful. It doesn’t mean a raving fan of ‘me’, it’s
someone that experiences the ‘WOW’ of Premier Group and
is inspired to tell someone about their experience. If they
have been ‘WOWed’ through uplifting service they will be a
raving fan. Our culture is our brand, and our occupation is to
share that passion so that we connect with customers that
share our WHY/our MISSION and evangelise for Premier.

We get a meaning in life – transformation and loyalty.
We are only as good as our last day – continuously
improve, change and stay humble.
We have all the tools for expanding our knowledge –
growth and learning.

BEAUTIFY OUR WORLD:
We are changing the world. We sell beautiful products that
make our homes look great. Beautify our streets, beautify
our cities, beautify our countries, and beautify the world.
It’s a pleasure to be part of a tribe where everyone is connected and sharing the same core values, same mission,
same vision and the same WHY.

WE CREATE & HAVE FUN.
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More on the mission, and how we connect:

Thank you Premier Tribe for creating this amazing
culture…

DELIVER HAPPINESS:

Regards Brett

MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

CHRISTINE RUSS
Being from the beautiful West Coast of the South Island
I am surrounded by not only the most beautiful scenery
but also the most amazing down to earth people. It has
been a real pleasure to be part of the Premier Culture
who is also full of the most AMAZING and down to
earth people (a rare find!) It’s the people that make this
such an extraordinary place to work and to be a part of.

“

Even though I am many many miles away I always feel
there is someone right there next to me, whether it’s
to ask advice or to share a joke with, they even listen
when I ramble on about my kids!!! BUT most of all it’s
the family atmosphere I enjoy, everyone here has each
others back.
Love my Premier family they are nearly as crazy as my
family!!!

Deliver Happiness!
Create Raving Fans!
Beautify Our World!

”
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MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

Premier culture heading into 2017 is an

awesome privilege and responsibility to be
included in!!
We are binding together tighter and tighter as
a tribe with a laser focus on delivering happiness, to our customers to our suppliers and to
each other thru our unique family orientated
culture which is based on our amazing 10
core values gone over at the start of this book.
Here at Premier we are all encouraged to
act like an owner think like owners and treat
each other as key stake holders!!!! This has
an incredible flow on effect in product quality
delivery times and most importantly delighted
customers!!

or issue like an inspired or concerned business
owner the results are phenomenal!!!!!!!
Team lets truly pin our ears back and go for it
in 2017 the economy is booming at the moment
we have a truly amazing product offering to
beautify NZ and AU and eventually the world!!!
haha watch out Oz we are coming!!!
We have some very aggressive goals and financial targets this year its gonna require an amazing commitment and customer service focus to
make it happen let’s raise to the challenge oh
mighty Premier tribe!!!!

When you have nearly 60 likeminded people
thinking, living, breathing believing in our mission of “Deliver happiness create raving fans
beautify our world” looking at every challenge

COURTNEY LAWRY
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MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

DAN WYLLIE
“Deliver Happiness, Create Raving Fans, Beautify our world” is something that not only connects us as a tribe but connects us with the world, at Premier it is not just another place to go to
work, it is somewhere that unifies us in a mission of serving others and making our world a more
beautiful and vibrant place. A place that makes people happy, at premier our mission is clear and
we strive every day to get it out there and seen by others. To me, Premier is more than just a workplace, it is a place where I wake up every morning excited to see what the new day will bring, excited to see who I can turn in to a raving Fan and excited to have another chance to deliver happiness
and beautify our world. It is more than a place that I go to work, it is a place that I can go to make a
difference”.

Wow what a year it has been,
Going to miss this year. This year
has been awesome new staff
huge achievement and goals that
has been reached and I’m proud
of my staff and Co-workers.

DANIEL MAKIHELE

Premier is a huge impact in my
life and I love this place and its
hard to find someone that will
love this Place like I do ……. I love
it, I breathe it, I live it.
Thanks everyone in premier for
making it an awesome crazy year
and hope we can continue to do
that in the new year.
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MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

DAVID ZHANG
It’s a massive significant year for both Premier
Group and me in the past 2016. The most meaningful thing is growing and learning with company is together.
Simply everyone wants to be a part of something bigger than ourselves. To have a higher
purpose. That’s where we come in. We believe
by prioritizing happiness in work and life, together we can create change in the world more
than we ever thought possible. Here is it, Premier Group culture focus on.
The Premier Culture is a culture built around a
mission. Which is to “Deliver Happiness, Cre-

ate Raving Fans, Beautify our World”

Every day we deliver happiness to our suppliers, customers, friends, family and the Premier
Tribe. When we put a smile on someone’s face
we can change someone’s day. Every day more
people experience the ‘WOW’ of Premier Group
and is inspired to tell someone about their experience that’s we called “Create Raving Fans:
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Every day we are beatifying the world by not
only
selling beautiful products that make our homes/
gardens look great, but also by donating the
fund and spiral support to all kind charity societies and NPO.
These 3 missions are actually what
everyone strives for in life – “HAPPINESS”. It is
a culture formed by our 10 Core Values, Core
Values that align with the personal Core Values
of our people who have exceptional work ethics.
In Premier, we say more “Yes” instead of “No”;
In Premier, we use more “we” instead of “I”;
In Premier, we do more “can do” instead of “not
sure”; In Premier, we play more “Positive” instead of “Negative”;

MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

HERMAN
KRITZINGER
The Premier Culture to me is not something that can easily be
put into words. It is something that changed my life and gave me
a place that I Belong (The people here made me feel like I belong). Our Vision is Bigger than what we are, it is not just about
impacting those people around us, it is much more than that… It
is about Impacting and Changing OUR WORLD for the better,
while having Fun and working Hard. Our culture is unique, it is
not just a workplace culture but a culture I believe can be implemented and introduced to all aspects of your professional and
personal life, I believe that if this is done you will be successful
professionally and personally.
The Culture is a family who strive to challenge, encourage and embrace one another when we reach
our goals.
The culture is everything here… and I love it!!! The People here are everything… we are not defined
by what we do, but by what we want to achieve and how we want achieve it. This includes how we
want people to feel when they deal with us, we don’t just want to be remembered, we want to have an
emotional impact on our customers, suppliers, staff, families, country and eventually the world.
The People here are from many different cultures and countries, yet we still get along and laugh a lot,
we are busy making our very own Premier Culture.
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MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

FAY REN
Do what you love & love what you do, this is
not only a saying but a very important part
of my life. 2016 is being a fulfilling year both business wise & socially. On the business side, I’ve been part of the creation of Zalaxy & helped to drive it through the first year but there is still a long way to go.
Socially I’ve added golf & surfing to my activities. I look forward the new year &
hope both Zalaxy & Premier Group can move forward in harmony.

JAN GORDON
The Premier Family is a company and environment with a difference. The
team’s culture is centered on its mission and its 10 different core values.
The Mission is: * To Deliver Happiness! * To Create Raving Fans! * To

Beautify Our World!

Premier EMBRACES CHANGE which is also a core value and the company is
continuing to grow through encouraging this.It Delivers Happiness to not only
its customers but gives to a number of charities which makes it all worthwhile.

“
12

Deliver Happiness!
Create Raving Fans!
Beautify Our World!

”

MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

ISAAC CLARE
It’s great to have completed another successful year at Premier,
its been fantastic, my fellow teammates are awesome!!! The
company has grown from strength to strength, we have recently won the best workplace in NZ award in our very first year
of entering!!! what an achievement!!! The team are proud yet
humbled to receive this. The best workplace award is proof that
a great culture is the key to building a great company. Building a great culture is something that everyone in the company
must contribute to, it involves everyone. 2016 has been exciting
for me, the new staff, the culture days, team barbecues, touch
comps, table tennis comps, culture tours, IBM Challenge!! All
these things have made the team stronger, more determined
and energetic in fulfilling our mission of beautifying our world,
delivering happiness and creating raving fans. Looking forward
to 2017 there are some awesome challenges ahead, more training required, exciting new avenues to conquer and I am very
grateful for the opportunity to tackle another amazing action
packed year to come. I wish all you readers the very best for the
year to come and hope you make 2017 the best year yet.
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MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

JENNA ZHEN
I was deeply impressed and attracted by the
atmosphere of Premier Group when I first time
came here. You can hardly find another place
where its employees 100% involve their passions, energies, abilities and commitments in
the company. As a beginner, I feel that I am just
like Bilbo Baggins stepped into a wonderful
journey with lots of amazing companions who
shared the same vision and passion, I am so
appreciated and honoured to be part of this
team. It is not hard for a company to come up
with some impressive slogans or active words,
but the most valuable things happening in our

Premier Group is that all of us are working on
our mission and fulfil our understanding of the
Premier Group culture. I enjoy working here,
and it is not just a working place, but a place
where I am getting trained, upgraded all the
time and a place helping me to be a successful
professional.

JESS HOYLE
At Premier Group we all work together all with
the same purpose in mind: The Mission: To

Deliver Happiness, To Create Raving Fans
and To Beautify Our World! Combined together, the mission and visions and core values are
what drives our culture. Many studies have
shown that you put culture first, everything
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else will follow! There are many things I like
about the culture at Premier, but to name a
couple; we are all empowered to making our
own decisions, based on the mission, and we all
obsess over customers, not just the customer
service department, but across the whole
company.

MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

JEPHERRY WU
I started to work at Earthscape as a landscape
designer since at May 2007, then joined Premier Group dispatch team at June 2010. I’ve
grown so much with Premier Group which
from a small company to become a
growing global company. Our mission is to
deliver happiness, create raving fans, beautify
our world. We are living and breathing our core
value and our signature Premier cultures.
I love our premier team:

*We are great team, young and passionate. We
work hard & work close each other, deliver
happiness to not only our customers, but our
team members. We smile to each other, and
talk to our customer face to face or in the
phone with a big smile and try our best to help
them, by this, we are creating raving fans and
the best and healthy working environment.

*We are building our positive team and family

by our team and onemedfund-My wife has had
her surgery at July which would has cost us
$19132.00 and we only need to pay access fee
for $485. How amazing is that! We are so glad
to be part of Premier family in our life.

* We are showing our enthusiasm to help each
other to achieve our goal, we help our customer
by beautify the house and garden, and beautify
our world.

*We show gratitude to our customer and our
team members.

*We appreciate the great work from our team
member, our suppliers & team members of
freight companies.

*We are always looking forward thoughtfully,
and try to work out the better ways to make our
work better than before every day.

spirit. My wife and I have been well looked after
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MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

KEVIN PENG
What is the definition of a good company? To
me it should be the place I am happy to go in
the morning, where I enjoy working together
with team mates and doing the jobs that you
are like to do with fun, the work place makes
you full of passion and energy rather than
stress and tough.

team towards our mission, our dream! It is
great experience working here with the young
team with enthusiastic and energetic, which
makes me feel younger also.Yes, it is the best
work place, it is!!

Premier Group is such a place to me!
It is not so easy to describe the culture in few
words, but Premier’s culture is so different
from other companies I have ever worked for.
The mission of Premier culture is Deliver
Happiness! Create Raving Fans! Beautify our
World!
It is great that we are all acknowledge that
we are not delivering products but delivering
happiness to our customers, partners, staff and
the world! We have our mission and we trust it
will be reached! We are here not for completing
specific tasks or producing / selling bricks, not
only for income but working together as a

16

What a team to be a part of in 2016!!! So
much happens in a year all the changes to
improve our work place and make it exhilarating to come to work each day. I am honored
to be involved in helping Premier Group with
the vision, also the working together daily
to achieve our Mission “Deliver Happiness!
Create Raving Fans! Beautify our World” this
mission helps me to get out of bed each day
and puts purpose in your life. Coming to work
and working through the challenges each day
in a happy environment is great fun.

MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

LANCE WANAKORE
The Premier culture is great, to me its all about
delivering happiness. This helps me with drive,
it makes me want to work harder and more
efficient. I want to help do my part in creating
more raving fans in my team, in management

and with customers. The teamwork is great and
everyone drives me to do better. One great thing
about the culture is the emphasis on family. This
is great because everyone does their part to
help the family get everything done to the best
standard. This also makes work more fun and
interesting. This means that all works are happy,
which leads to better product and happy customers that lead to raving fans and a beautiful world.

LEIGH BREWER
Everyone has a positive attitude and it makes
it so much better to work with a positive team.
I haven’t had to have a grumpy day off yet so
that’s encouraging haha. Being able to give to
the charities through the year is great, as The
Premier Family we were able to give $80,000
which not one of us could do alone. I thank the
team for making 2016 a great year and making
it enjoyable to come to work each day.
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MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

MARGARET RETI
I started work here 3 years ago in March and
what a difference now to when I started. The
culture has improved 100%, I think I can say
for all that this is a company you enjoy working
with rather than working for. We can be sitting
or standing at our desk and all of a sudden
someone jumps on the piano and plays us a
tune or the young ones will get them nerf guns
and have a bit of a play and the laughter is everywhere. Yes, we do work as well. The business has grown so much we are kept busy

and are encouraged in our personal training and
future development ideas for the company.
This year we won the IBM Kenexa Best Workplace Category Winner and we achieved the
Overall Winner for 2016 which is an amazing
achievement for any company. We strive to
deliver the best customer service we can as the
customers are the most important part of our
business. We believe if we as a company are
happy we can share this with others.

MATTHEW FIRMAN
The Premier culture to me means Family. You
come to work and you are part of a tribe, everyone knows each other’s names, we all make the
effort to go say good morning to the different
divisions and appreciate each other’s work.
There is no such thing as a work life balance
when you work at Premier Group. Why would
there be we spend the majority of our adult life
at work don’t you want to enjoy that?? I get up
20

in the morning excited, what new stuff can I
learn today? What can I achieve today that will
create wow in someone’s day and make them
smile? To work for a company who has the
greater good in mind makes me proud. I look forward to seeing what this company has in store in
the future and what I can do to help this company achieve its goals.

What a privilege, being a part of the best
workplace in New Zealand every day! We
actually get out of the bed in the morning to
beautify our world! No better thing to do, than
have a vision of changing the world! At Premier
Group we strive to deliver happiness and create raving fans, and that is how we beatify our
world! Our customers, Suppliers and the

MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

NICK MOORE
Premier tribe are a great inspiring team to work
with every day, that’s why I love my career at
Premier Group, and that is WHY premier exists!
To achieve something greater than itself, beautifying our world!

RAUNA WALKER
Hey guys and girls, Rauna here again!
Quick update: Milly is 4 this year, can’t believe
how fast time goes. TK is on solids and is growing super fast. They both have loud mouths like
their mother! HAHA!
So many changes here at PGI! It’s so exciting!!
The new machine is so flash, can’t wait to see
it in action. Not only that but a few new team
members have started recently. I hope they enjoy it here. Few role changes as well, good to

see growth within the team! This will certain
help us smash our BHAGs! Let’s do it!
2016 will be big for us! It’s great that our team
are encouraging one and another to grow within
Premier Group! Its great to see everyone is still
passionate about our core values, mission and
vision! Certainly a great bunch of people to be
around. Keep inspiring people to beautify our
world!
21

MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

Everyday we seek to align ourselves more fully & encourage our team members to do the same! We hold each
other accountable & we push the limits! Our BHAGs (Big
Hairy Audacious Goals) are huge but we never back down!
I believe that a company should exist to benefit our fellow
mankind in some way & we sure work hard to achieve this
everyday! Our mission is to deliver happiness, create raving fans & beautify our world! This means that give a lot to
worthy charities, we get involved in volunteer work, we put
culture first and lots more......

BERNARD POWELL
A VERY WARM WELCOME FOR YOU!
Thanks so much for exploring our 2016 culture book! It is a pleasure & honour to share it
with you! What does the Premier Group culture
mean to me? It is hard to put it into words but
here goes……! It is super charged, high octane,
high performance, urgent, super happy, epic
fun, hard working, etc. etc. etc.……. We have
a fantastic tribal spirit which permeates the
whole organization. We look out for each other,
we support each other, we work, sweat & laugh
together. It is a truly special environment & it is
a massive honour & privilege to be a part of it!
We have a “change the world” mission which
makes every day exciting & a brand new adventure! We also have a bold vision which is very
motivating & inspirational! To say that we are
passionate about Premier Group would be the
understatement of the year! Our 10 unique core
values help to guide us each day.
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Another thing I love about Premier Group is
the way that we all live & breathe the mission,
vision & values! They are not just a flowery
statement on the wall!

Putting culture first means that we care for our people!
Because if we deliver happiness to our people, then in turn
they deliver happiness to their families, their communities,
our customers, our suppliers, etc. etc.!...

MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE
By creating a happy culture, our service keeps getting
better & our product quality keeps improving. Happy
people are more innovative, harder working, more
engaged & passionate & a lot more!...
Everyones ultimate goal in life is to be happy or be
happier! It doesn’t matter what your race or religion is, it
doesn’t matter if you are rich or poor, everybody’s goal is
the same! To be happy!
2016 has been a massive year for us! We entered the
IBM Kenexa Best Workplace competition for the first
time & not only won in our category but also won the
much cherished Overall Best Workplace in NZ award!
This is all thanks once again to our mighty tribe! What an
honour & what an achievement!

Anyway, back to the question: What does the PGI
culture mean to me? Well…I reckon I’ve covered
it off! Oh!... did I mention? Hard working, super
urgent, intense, super charged, very happy, great
fun?! Well… that’s us.
P.S. We would love to see you on one of our
famous culture tours! Scan here to book!

SEE YOU SOON!

We have worked super hard over last 3 years as a team
to eject any non culture fits & to recruit more & more
culture advancers! Ejecting the non fits is always hard
but absolutely crucial for the ongoing & sustainable
success & future of any tribe/organization! With the
wrong people on board, we cannot deliver on our great
mission & vision! We believe that the right people are our
most important asset, not just anyone! To join Premier
Group & become a true “Premieronion” is a remarkable
achievement for anyone, because it is a soul searching
journey. Our whole tribe gets involved in recruiting & everyone has a say on who comes & goes! We believe this
is the ultimate way to recruit & it sure works for us!
I also believe that a company is simply a structure or
platform for like minded people to come together &
create something really special! It allows people to be a
part of something much bigger that themselves.
The flip side is, that if you make it into PGI, the amazing
culture & incredible perks make it all worth while! All of
our team, including myself, will tell you that this is the
most rewarding & remarkable place to work.
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MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

TANE COLEMAN
The Premier Culture and what it means to me….
It is a culture built around a mission. The Premier
Mission is to “Deliver Happiness, Create Raving
Fans, Beautify our World”, if you really think about
this mission it is actually what everyone strives for
in life – “HAPPINESS”. It is a culture formed by 10
Core Values, Core Values that align with the personal Core Values of our people who have exceptional work ethics.
To list a few:
“deliver ‘wow’ through service” going above and
beyond the expectation of anyone whether it be
a customer, colleague, employer or supplier and
even at home with your wife and kids – just wowing everyone you meet.
“build a positive team and family spirit” That
feeling you have when you are heading home to
see your family should be the same feeling you
get when you heading to work to see fellow work
mates.
“be passionate and determined” self-explanatory really be
passionate in your work be determined to be better than you were yesterday as you are only as
good as your last day at work.
So to fit in and advance the Premier Culture you have to be a hardworking, honest, determined and
innovative person who is willing to open up and be himself/herself when he or she pleases without
being judged by fellow colleagues.
It’s a culture ready to push you forward to be the best you can, It’s a culture that cares not only for
you but your family as well, It’s a culture that looks at the bigger picture in life, It’s a culture ready
to take risks, ready to take on the world and ready to be the best in the world at what we do.
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The Premier Culture is our way of life.

MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

TIM MILLER
What a privilege it was to work at Premier Group
International in 2016!
It was an awesome year with some huge achievements and a lot to remember. We were privileged
to take part in the “IBM Kenexa Best Workplaces”
competition taking out 1st place for “Best Small
Workplace of 20-49 Employees 2016” and 1st
place for “Overall Best Workplace 2016”. A tremendous team effort throughout the year helped us
achieve this and it is really what we are all about
- “TEAM”.
Premier Group is a very culture focussed family
business that treats every employee as part of the
tribe. Every employee is welcome and ideas are
listened to and new ideas are encouraged. We
believe in Change. One of our core values is to
“Embrace and Drive Change” and we are always
changing! This makes Premier Group International
an awesome exciting place to work as we are never stagnant. Our mission is “To Deliver Happiness,
Create Raving Fans, and Beautify Our World”. The entire team is focussed on this mission. Together
we can achieve this. It connects us to a higher purpose and encourages us to work as a team to get
more done. One of the ways we fulfil this mission is by giving a lot to worthy charities. Some of the
charities we give to are Leukaemia and Blood Cancer NZ, Kidney Kids, NZ Down Syndrome Association, Ronald McDonald House, Cancer Society, Heart Kids, Special Children’s Christmas Parties,
Autism NZ. As a TEAM we can all achieve more and make the world a better place!! All in all Premier
Group International is an awesome place to work. A big Thank You to all our Clients for your custom!
You are helping us achieve our mission and helping us make the world a better place! A big Thank
You to the TEAM at Premier Group International! You are all great to work with!
Bring on 2017!!
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MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

TRISH EMENY
I have worked for Premier Group for 3 ½ years
now and have enjoyed every minute of it – although can be stressful at times – I get through
it.
The Company has grown rapidly during this
time and there has been many changes.
Change can be difficult for so many people –
myself included. But change is inevitable in life
whether it is work or personal. With change
comes growth, which I can honestly say that I
have grown in confidence, am more open minded and more accepting of change. I am a better
person for working in this awesome Company.
The Premier Culture is all about Delivering Happiness, not only to our customers, but also to
our team mates and suppliers. Having a Team
and Family Spirit – sticking together through
the good times and the hard times, and having
understanding team members. We work hard
and have fun while we work. Also doing some
weird and wonderful things – like dress up
days!!! We are Positive, Passionate and Determined. We want to Create Raving Fans and
Beautify this World with Premier Products in
every household in NZ - How exciting is that!!!
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Outside of work I love to spend time at home
with my husband Gavin, and our horses. I love
my family – I have elderly parents with who I
love to spend time with. My grandchildren are
very important to me also and love spending
time with them. They are growing up fast – too
fast. My son has a bach at Lake Rotoiti where we
all have fun times, either just relaxing or out on
the water. I just stick to the mild stuff like biscuiting, jet skiing (as a passenger – haha), the odd
swim, if the water isn’t too cold and a little knee
boarding. Just being on the boat out there on the
water watching the others ski etc is very enjoyable too. Life is good.
There are exciting times ahead for Premier
Group and I am happy to be part of this growing
global Company.
Looking forward to a fantastic 2017 with my fellow team mates at Premier Group International.

The Premier culture is great, to me it’s all about delivering happiness. It makes me want to work
harder and more efficient. I want to help do my part in creating more raving fans in my team, in
management and in customers. The team work is great and everyone drives me to be better.
One great thing about the culture is the emphasis on family. This is great because everyone does
his or her part to help the family get everything done to the best standard. This also makes work
more fun and interesting. This means that all workers are happy which leads to better products
and happy customers that lead to raving fans and a beautiful world.

JODIN
WEROHIA
Wanting to reach my goals, to have a
family spirit, to share happiness, to gain
trust and to be honest to others then
work related. Living my life by these
rules because it’s positive and achievable. I can keep my head up and more
forward not just work related. I like this
culture as it’s not different from life living culture, as in Maori as whakatanki……
it’s all about moving on and jumping on
the board and doing thing as a team effort overcome negative with positive and
learn a lot and never ending.

JOEL
FRASER

MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

TURIRANGI INSLEY

JORDINN
WILKINSON
Culture to me means…
Everyone coming together as a team
Building and working together through positivity
and hard work.
Pushing each other to better ourselves and each
other through a positive work environment. If
someone is having trouble, help team, take “slamming” and “insulting” out of the equation.
Spend time with the workmates and get to know
everyone and cater to the differences between
each individual patience and understanding towards these who struggle and commendations to
those who strive.

The Premier culture and what it means to me, if you didn’t already live by
them, you can take the 10 values home and live them with your family.
It teaches me to be grateful to live right, to approach people in general
with a good attitude, to treat others the way you would like to be treated
yourselves. If I see somebody finding something hard, I will stop what I
am doing and help that person if I can. The Premier culture teaches me
these little things to approach each situation with a smile and a good
attitude. Premier culture to me means hard work, determination, never
to give up on something just because you may find it hard, but to find the
courage to carry on and be passionate about the work you and I do. I am
a raving fan to the Premier culture because it allows me to be a part of a
great team, a great company and a great way of living overall to beautify
our world and ourselves.
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MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

The Premier culture is what makes our company stand out from all
others. Our culture here at Premier allows us to pursue happiness and
greatness in everyday life. It also helps us build on personal skills.
By applying the Premier culture to my life in and outside of work, it has
driven myself to be the best “ME” I can be!! Whenever opportunities
present themselves, whether it be at work or in everyday life, I use
the Premier culture as a guideline to conquer all challenges that may
come on my way.

TYLAH
WHAREHINGA

The Premier culture has helped build my confidence to have a go at
anything and everything. To live and breathe the Premier culture is the
Premier way!! Happiness, Confidence, A strong family like bond (Brotherhood), New learnings, new challenges, overall greatness!!
“The Premier Culture, it’s our way of life”!!!

KUPUORA
HALLOWAY
The Premier culture to me
means being sharp and
ready for anything. The
culture is what holds the
team together. It keeps
us on track and dedicated
to the cause of delivering
happiness, creating raving
fans and ultimately beautifying our world. Our culture paves the foot path to
a better tomorrow.
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DAVID
BAILEY
Premier culture means to
me an environment that is
good to work in. I am always
looking to improve on my
learning so that I can move
forward in the company.
Premier has given me a
good pathway for future
development and challenge.
Best company I’ve worked
for due to being family
focused which I love and
enjoy.

LOGAN
SLAVICH
The Premier culture to me means
to strive to be the best at my job
and teach people to be as good and
punctual as me. ie to be at work on
time or before, this company is a
path to the future which opens doors
to everybody to get to the top with a
family spirit and a great team ethic.
It’s becoming the best company in
New Zealand to work for. They look
after you in this business and I am
grateful to be a part of it!!

DARIUS
PALMER

Premier culture to me
means working hard to
make the best bricks we
can produce to (beautify
our world), but at the same
time, being able to have
fun like a family (deliver
happiness). I am glad to
have had the opportunity
to come and work for Premier and plan to be here
for many years to come.

To me, the Premier culture
means that we work together as a team, as one,
to be united and in unity to
create beautiful bricks and
pavers for our customers so
we can build and grow the
company. Also, the Premier culture means to me
that we aim for the highest
mountain in all aspects inside and outside of the work
place.

NAZEA
KAHOTEA

DALE
ROBINSON

Premier group is a workplace with people that are
committed to helping our
company grow by doing
more with less also helping one another, keeping
our customers happy and
providing good quality
bricks. The way we do is
by delivering happiness,
communicating, socializing
and team bonding.

Premier culture is about
setting goals then all working together to achieve
those goals. It’s about striving to improve and keep improving and being rewarded
for our efforts. It’s about
knowing you will be supported when making suggestions aimed at improving
productivity and output.

MIGHTY PREMIER TRIBE

PAUL
HALLEY
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OUR 10 CORE VALUES

BEST WORKPLACE AWARD
Nov 5, 2016
THE BEST
WORKPLACE IN
NEW ZEALAND
NAMED

Paving stone company Premier Group International has today been named the
best workplace in New Zealand by IBM Kenexa.
Managing director Bernard Powell credits the recognition - and exponential
growth - to the company’s focus on happiness.
“Our whole focus in business is on happiness. Happiness of our employees, our
suppliers and customers - starting with our team,” Powell said.
The Waikato-based firm prides itself on meeting its annual “BHAGs” - “big hairy
audacious goals” - which was the main reason it entered the survey.
“We actually set one of our BHAGs at the start of this year - we have what we
call a strategy camp at the start of every year - and one of those was to become
the most sought after company in New Zealand to join,” Powell said.
“When we set that goal we had no idea of how we would measure or achieve
that, but we wanted to put it out there. Once we got it out there on our strategy
poster and shared it with our team then we discovered the IBM Kenexa awards
after much Google searching.
This year 210 organisations from private and public sectors surveyed their
employees on various aspects of the workplace from leadership to well-being
and enablement.
TO READ MORE, SCAN THE QR CODE.
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BEST WORKPLACE AWARD

Nerf gunfights, scootering around the office and soft toys
are all par for the course at New Zealand’s workplace of
the year.
Its business? Pavers and bricks.
However, there is no hint of the construction industry
walking through its Te Rapa offices. Colourful balloons,
large soft toys, posters and splashes of colour make it
look more akin to a kindergarten than a place of work.
The mission statement and core values are on posters all
around the office.
Premier Group International’s founder Bernard Powell
wants all of his employees to wake up in the morning
with a sense of purpose.
TO READ MORE, SCAN THE QR CODE.

Nov 8, 2016
IT’S OFFICIAL –
NEW ZEALAND’S
BEST PLACE TO
WORK IS IN
HAMILTON
Premier Group International founder and
ambassador, Bernard Powell, is dedicated to
making sure everyone who works with him is on the
right path to achieving that ultimate goal.
Overall Winner at the IBM Kenexa Best
Workplaces Awards, Premier Group places a
high importance on workplace culture. “We are a
‘culture first’ company,” says Bernard. “You know if
everyone’s goal in life is to be happier then why don’t
we make it (Premier Group) the happiest place to
work and play?”
When people are happier in their jobs, not only
does their mental state improve, but they become
more creative and productive in the workplace –
it’s a win-win situation.
TO READ MORE, SCAN THE QR CODE.

Issue 122
THE PURSUIT
OF HAPPINESS
32

How Bernard Powell
made Premier
Group the best place
to work in NZ
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BEST WORKPLACE AWARD

PREMIER CULTURE TOUR

“

Thanks again for yesterday. I think on any measure the culture you as a team
have developed would be extraordinary, adding in though that the journey is still
only around 12 months, and that you’ve managed to have it translate across all
levels of your business makes it a real model for building culture. The team and
I came away inspired again to create the company we all want to work for. Much
of what we saw is worthy of copying, but even where the portability of the idea
isn’t so clear, the impact of your personal passion and energy is something we
should all take back to our work, and to our teams.
I feel like I gained a look yesterday into a company that not only has learnt a lot
from some of the more engaging business books in recent years, but a company
that is writing its own book right now. The future for Premier is undoubtedly
bright and I look forward to watching as it grows!
Well done to you and your team, and thank you for being open, transparent and
welcoming!

- Jim Grafas / Agoge Recruitment

PREMIER CULTURE TOUR
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PLEASE VISIT OUR CULTURE WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE UNIQUE PREMIER CULTURE, YOU CAN ALSO
BOOK THE CULTURE TOUR WITH US THROUGH THE CULTURE WEBSITE, SCAN THE QR CODE ON THE RIGHT!

PREMIER CULTURE TOUR

“

What a great company tour!

 n opportunity for customers, suppliers and friends to get inside your business
A
and see how it works. The way the staff greeted me, the fun and busy atmosphere, the hospitality and then the Haka.
How many workshop teams could perform the haka with so much vigour? While
the whole place was obviously busy, the teams gave us undivided attention and
were prepared to share information and positive experiences they had proved as
a result of the change in culture.
Every department seems to have embraced and enjoy the new culture. From the
sales team showing recent emails of raving fans to the workshop staff showing
obvious pride in their tidy workshop and yard, it was all great to see. A transformation they said has happened in the last 12 months. Well done.

- Simon Herd / Knight Group

“

Thanks for the tour on Wednesday!! Very interesting!! And it shows your culture working with the comments your staff are making…enjoyed it! :)

- Jonathan Thomas / Total Aluminium Ltd

SOME OF OUR VISITORS IN 2016!
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PREMIER CULTURE TOUR

“

To all of you at Premier Group from all of us at Mega Mitre 10 Pukekohe Garden Centre!
Your welcome, openness, knowledge and generosity was outstanding! It made
us all more aware of what a holistic business you have, and how selling your
product for premier group doesn’t only support the business, but all of the people and families within!
We have been empowered by this to sell more, because of this fabulous day,
spent with you all, and shared this knowledge with others at our store.
Many thanks again.

- Mitre 10 MEGA Pukekohe

PREMIER CULTURE TOUR
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PLEASE VISIT OUR CULTURE WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE UNIQUE PREMIER CULTURE, YOU CAN ALSO
BOOK THE CULTURE TOUR WITH US THROUGH THE CULTURE WEBSITE, SCAN THE QR CODE ON THE RIGHT!

PREMIER CULTURE TOUR

“

Thanks Premier for the excellent culture tour! Great to see a large company
getting ahead together through teamwork and happiness. From the customer
service team through to the factory, the engagement levels are fantastic and the
devotedness to the company’s mission and values is inspiring! Things like the
pink forklift and the improvised haka and the nerf guns all pointed towards a
positive team and great initiative being undertaken by the happy staff.
The staff were all friendly and inspiring, looking after us like family from the
time we walked in to the time we left.
Thanks a lot Premier!!

- Tony Gibbs | Operations Team Leader | VOLTEX

SOME OF OUR VISITORS IN 2016!
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PREMIER CULTURE TOUR

“

Firstly, A very big thanks to you & your team for the VERY Inspiring tour
around Premier! From Hot Coffees to delicious food, and giving up your time,
we really appreciate your generosity!
We found it very helpful seeing you on the “culture changing” journey. Its
intriguing how some people think that by putting table tennis or a dart board
board into their workspace, that it’s going to change the whole culture & their
turnover will instantly double overnight!! From our own experience, the journey never ends…if you finished with change, you’re finished!
I loved the “Culture Advancer” standard that’s being set. The facts are, which
we saw while going around, that if the whole team “Pursue Growth and
Learning” this one value underlies improvements in the rest of the values
(which there must be some evidence of them to start with obviously ). This is
a definite, proven way for team players to advance from a “Trying to Fit” or a
“Culture Fit” to become an “Advancer”

PREMIER CULTURE TOUR
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PLEASE VISIT OUR CULTURE WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE UNIQUE PREMIER CULTURE, YOU CAN ALSO
BOOK THE CULTURE TOUR WITH US THROUGH THE CULTURE WEBSITE, SCAN THE QR CODE ON THE RIGHT!

PREMIER
PREMIER
CULTURE
CULTURE
TOUR
TOUR
Trust is another massive factor…” it’s the one thing that changes everything”…Nothing is as fast as the “Speed of Trust”. It was great to see an environment where everyone is guided to become a master of their own destiny
and is encouraged to look at what they’re doing as not “just a job” but rather
running their own business.
“Obsessing over customers” is another awesome feature of a great culture…
the customer pays for everything we own…so treat them like a prize horse!!
Thanks again Ber, that was fantastic & we have looked over the photos we
took while going around a few times since & showed a few in our Staff Training session the other day. Keep up the great work!!

- Duncan Gibbs | Managing Director | VOLTEX

SOME OF OUR VISITORS IN 2016!
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PREMIER CULTURE TOUR

“

Thanks so much to the whole team at Premier group for showing us around
your site today- it was certainly an eye-opening experience! I appreciate the level of enthusiasm and commitment you have towards bringing your values to life.
The way that you’re fostering a more holistic workplace is extremely innovative
and it shows a great degree of care and investment in your staff. It’s great to see
that workplaces can be successful without needing to compromise staff happiness or health! I particularly enjoyed that the Premier Group culture isn’t just
confined to the offices- it carries right through to the warehouses too. The guys
in there seem like a close group and the haka was awesome! Thanks again for
making us feel so welcome- I think we all found it to be an extremely interesting
and valuable tour.

“

- Jessie Brockelsby | Agoge Recruitment

Thanks so much for taking us through your culture tour yesterday. So refreshing to see another business that doesn’t just talk culture but truly lives
and where it is the ethos of who you are. So much stood out to me as we walked
around, and I know we all took a bunch of ideas away. I absorbed so much. From
the tags for visible standard work, through to the training matrix. Love seeing
your values and learning everywhere. I was also impacted by the Haka and the
ways you are allowing the production teams to own their spaces. And to hear all
that change has come about in just over 12 months! So good!

- Andrew Nicol | Agoge Recruitment

PREMIER CULTURE TOUR
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PLEASE VISIT OUR CULTURE WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE UNIQUE PREMIER CULTURE, YOU CAN ALSO
BOOK THE CULTURE TOUR WITH US THROUGH THE CULTURE WEBSITE, SCAN THE QR CODE ON THE RIGHT!

PREMIER CULTURE TOUR

“

Many thanks for allowing the Agoge team to be on site and learn more from
your crew. It is admirable to see how dedicated you and your team are in finding
ways to make for a happier and healthier team that can truly change the world.
It’s especially been a pleasure to see that this is not just a pool of ideas that sits
within the leadership team, it is shared with the whole Premier Group and the
passion is slowly growing with each member in their own way. I can appreciate
the journey that your team is going on and it’s been special to see a part of it, I
hope to see much more of the journey as time goes on! I think the greatest part
to see is the open mindedness of everyone- to try new things, to tackle new
challenges, to be the best version on themselves in a culture that is nurturing
this growth. Thanks again!

- NICOLE HOSKINS | Agoge Recruitment

SOME OF OUR VISITORS IN 2016!
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PREMIER CULTURE TOUR

“

Hi Bernard,
I just want to say what wonderful service I have received from your staff while embarking
upon new paving and they have been a pleasure to deal with!
Starting with Sia who went out of her way to help me with my selection of pavers. Her
follow-up has been superb and she is such a joy to deal with.
When I was presented with a staining problem prior to sealing Tim was amazing with his
advice and working with my paver, Pierre of Kiwipaving (highly recommend his work) to
remedy the problem. And then he was hands on with the sealing.
Then Lee who came out to my home to physically remove stains with Pierre.
I can say a big congratulations to you for your wonderful staff. I will be, and have been,
recommending Premier group as an outstanding company to deal with.

Kind regards,
Janne Rowe

“

Hi Claire,

“

Hi Sia,

The samples arrived yesterday!!
Amazing service, thank you so much.
And immediately I could see we definitely want the Romani, now we just
have to decide colour. And I will definitely look into the anti slip sealer,
thanks for telling me about that.

Kylie
June, 2016

You guys are amazing!!
I will drive past a couple of these places
with my husband this weekend!
I also received one from Claire Ashton,
she is organising to send me some
samples :)
Thanks so much!

Ashley Habraken
June, 2016

“

Hi Allison,
We found Premier offered the best quality pavers in the colour and size we wanted, and at
a very good price as well. Premier helped us with friendly professional advice and arranged delivery to our home in Wellington. They even arranged for the pallets and leftover
pavers to be collected and taken away (for a refund as well!).
The finished job is neat and sophisticated; all our friends and family are really impressed.
Great for indoor/outdoor living and safe for grandchildren on their scooters and trikes
where we can see them.
All the best and thanks again,
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Ann
May, 2016

We have just had our brick work finished today with the premier “city brick straight edge
white”. Looks fantastic!
Our house is clad with premier city brick straight edge white and has vertical random
black cedar in some areas to the north and west of the house. The bricks has just finished
the fence which has four panels of opaque glass in it between brick pillars and a brick
letter box today..
We are more than happy with it. We would recommend Premier brick to anyone building.

Carmel Stewart
Invercargill

“

Hi James
We have finally finished grouting our pavers with the new P30 grout. We are extremely
pleased with the end product and love the new look of our pavers…!!

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

“

Thank you once again for your wonderful customer service.
Have a wonderful Christmas and a great New Year.
Kind regards.

Judith and Bruce Grant

“

We had our patio paved with Premier Truestone pavers in May 2015. The customer service
we got from Allison at Premier was outstanding! Possibly the best customer service from
a company we have ever experienced. Allison was extremely helpful in answering all our
numerous enquiries. She sent us several free paver samples which was very useful for
deciding which pavers would suit our property best. Allison also recommended a local
paver registered to work with Premier Truestone pavers which we were grateful for and
he did an excellent job. Allison was friendly and informative and went out of her way to
help us with the whole process of getting our patio paved. The surprise gift of chocolates
and wine at the end was a fine touch to top it all. We are very happy with our beautiful new
patio and wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Premier Truestone pavers and Premier service
to others

Tiina and Chris, Puhoi

“

You guys have by far the best quality
bricks in NZ! They are straighter, truer &
more colour consistent than all the rest
out there!
They are definitely the best bricks to lay
& give the ultimate finish for the homeowner!

Johnny | Bricklayer | Auckland
20 years experience

“

Just wanted to personally thank you for
the information and help with ordering our bricks. I received a sample so I
could colour match and I’m so thrilled!!
It’s going to look fabulous - I’m very
happy. Thanks again.

Jenna Thomsen
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CHARITIES WE SUPPORT
LIST:
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1. The Rotary Club of Waikato Sunrise
2. Hospice waikato
3. Neurological Foundation of New Zealand
4. Starship Foundation
5. Westmount School Manawatu Campus
6. Special Children’s Christmas Parties
7. Movember Foundation
8. Fostering Kids New Zealand
9. Kidney Kids NZ
10. Amy Robinson
11. Trustpower TECT Rescue Helicopter - Bay
of Plenty
12. Wespac Waikato Rescue Helicopter Waikato - King Country
13. The Going Bananas Show
14. Heart Kids
15. Cancer Society
16. Autism New Zealand
17. NZDSA
18. Blood Cancer New Zealand
19. Ronald Mcdonald House
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INSPIRATION GALLERY
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INSPIRATION GALLERY
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INSPIRATION GALLERY

Call us on

0800 22 22 98
Visit us at
www.premier-group.co.nz
www.premierculture.co.nz
Email us at
info@premier-group.co.nz
NZ Head Office
PO Box 12172, Hamilton 3248

